
TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
“The aim of education - in fact the aim of life- is to work joyfully and to find happiness.” Summerhill (1960)
Through my specialisation in Pedagogy at my BA and MA in fine art/architecture, I developed my alignment with the “democratic free schools” ideology, 
where education should be both intellectual, emotional, and geared to the well-being and needs of the student. The focus would not be on success or 
failure but on the unique development of each student’s capacity to find their ways and learn methods for work purposes according to their needs.

ETHOS
Within this context, I am committed to equality, diversity, empathy and understanding in all professional or educational environments. I stand against any 
form of discrimination, including discrimination by age, disability, gender identification, marriage, maternity, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, socio-
political-economic background, or ideology. I believe equity and equality are hugely important, particularly in the media industries, because of their power 
to shape culture through narratives and representations behind the scenes and on-screen. 

As a course leader and senior lecturer, I try to create an accessible, safe, and inclusive environment for all students and staff. I strive to learn more about the 
changing diversity landscape, especially from students, and I try to implement the new knowledge I gain in my language and actions. I am passionate about 
opening the curriculum to new knowledge through decolonisation, climate awareness, and mental well-being. I have experienced the personal benefits of 
rethinking how I teach within this context and learning from it.

TEACHING 
From my early experience as a workshop leader in primary and secondary schools, events at museums, galleries, and teaching at the university, I have 
extensive experience preparing and delivering professional, highly skilled and cross-disciplinary workshops, lectures, seminars, and tutorials. I have taught 
in various formats, including practical, studio-based approaches, asynchronous and non-asynchronous lectures, online workshops, and tutorials. I have 
delivered sessions individually and in collaboration with other session leaders. I am mindful of the need to situate the session into the broader course 
context and remain focused on the students’ learning outcomes, teaching, course planning and scheduling, managing budgets and materials, assessment 
and recruitment, pastoral support, and other elements working in higher education. I use practical exercises and interactions to keep students engaged and 
challenged. But I am also not scared to experiment and adopt new approaches in collaboration with staff and students to develop new practices.

I take the time to understand students’ ideas and their cultural contexts and help fill gaps in their knowledge that I uncover and give them the tools to 
realise their creative and professional ambitions. I love working in higher education. I feel energised and inspired by my sessions with students and relish
the opportunity to support them in finding their voices. 

Creation and Realisation of MA Animation Course 2015-2021
In 2015 I was brought in to co-create a new MA Animation Course addressing the shifting need of the industry but also the expanded landscape of 
animation across different platforms and technologies. The result is a hybrid course that prepares the student to work as a professional animator and be 
the “next creative makers” from a producer, artist, and director in a varied field across animation, film, art, and multimedia. 

 In 2019 I re-validated and upgraded the MA Animation Course within this frame of mind. When possible, I tried merging the fundamental concepts of 
“democratic free schools” methods with the UK system, readdressing the curriculum balance considering the student’s well-being, adaptability for the 
future of the course, and the changing landscape of the industry. The new MA animation course reflects into the following introductory psychology stages: 
Playfulness and discovery in the first term with experimentation alongside the necessary animation skills. In the second term, they explore Self-awareness 
whilst learning about a realistic production pipeline. And in the last term, they explore adaptability as they learn the requirement for professional practice 
in the industry and how to harness opportunities to create new industries.

Creation of the MA Animation Course Online
In the same vein, in 2018 – strangely prescient of the timing to come - I joined the co-creation of the MA online course to address the difficulty of access to 
some social-economic bands and harness the few benefits. The many pitfalls learnt from the pandemic. By lowering the fee and easing access, I hope that 
it will allow more students to access a first-class education independent of location, family, work or cost commitment despite different life commitments

During the pandemic, most students in the UK felt forced to learn online, but students from abroad had different experiences. In August 2020, I was invited 
to SRISHTI in India for an online residency. In the project, the students interviewed people nearby them and created animated documentaries for VR to 
explore how the recent events affected them and their families. They made three VR experiences in less than a week through collaboration and standard 
remote production methods. In the final session, students reflected on the benefit of the online collaboration by addressing differences with onsite 
sessions. They discovered the rich heritage each student brought by being far away, comparing realities, approaches and results within the final films.
I implemented the same approach on the MA Animation course onsite, where a student had options to lease with unprecedented opportunity by opting to 
use online practices too. I am developing online collaboration with international universities to open the course to create further connections.
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Across both courses, I am very passionate about exploring different ways for the students to learn and collaborate, creating a sense of community. 
Through various methodologies and harnessing their localised access, we explore the diversity of heritage within the learning, address diversity and 
inclusion, and adopt sustainable practices to develop new approaches. Some of the “collaboration’s result” can be browsed on our Vimeo and Instagram 
channel @MAALCC, which I maintain for them when I have a little spare time.

RESEARCH AND KNOWDLEDGE EXCHANGE
Since 2017 I have been actively engaged in Research at UAL with William Raban and Pratap Rughani to promote further PhD in Animation. I started 
supervision for a PhD student, which resumed this year after the pandemic. My current PhD student doctoral’s project, Africandescence, aims to expand the 
view of a contested British independent film culture scoped through the women’s rights movement and Black political thought.

I contributed to the research output yearly with films, exhibitions, conferences, residency, and Keynotes at Kings College, Birkbeck, and Cambridge University. 
My film Love in Idleness has been selected to be presented at the REF 2021. The film explores how animation can be used to problematise established 
image conventions of Titania from A Midsummer Night’s Dream and how much of an original composition needs to be kept so that new images are still 
Shakespeare.

I also engage actively in “Teaching and Learning” research within the curriculum, creating opportunities for development for students and staff. 
I established collaboration for students with external institutions such as the Wellcome Trust, Barbican, TATE, V&A, Verso books Editorials, the Feminist 
Library, Extinction Rebellion, Wildlife Trust, and many more charities independent groups.   This year, I am piloting a series of workshops and talks on 
mental well-being, climate awareness, and inclusive professional practice to incorporate the learning into the curriculum, share knowledge, and create 
overall awareness. In the first, we are collaborating with Art Therapist. We are testing sustainable workshops to raise awareness about different production 
practices in the second. In the latter, we are exploring the market approach through the lens of inclusivity and diversity. The project content will be shared 
equally across staff and students to inform future students.

I enjoy creating cross-curriculum collaboration within the university and other universities. Over the years, I have formed partnerships with MA Screenwriting, 
MA Documentary, Sound Art, VR & AR, and Royal College Music. I also love to bring back recent graduates to speak about their experience in college and new 
approaches to the industry. It brings new connections and knowledge to the course. In 2015 when I took over, the course was brand new, but past students 
and recent graduates have already developed a successful track record in festivals internationally; and are selected for prestigious jobs and commissions 
with the BBC, TATE, Channel 4 and abroad.

EXCHANGE AND CONTINUOS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
I keep up to date on current developments and the wider creative industries through training, residencies, media studies, journals, and conferences.
I recently completed intensive training at Story Futures Academy at The National Center for Immersive Storytelling. 
This year, I was selected at the Berlinale Talent symposium, where I had access to an array of masterclass and workshops by the industry and cutting edge 
filmmakers.  As a jury member and filmaker I presented keynotes and presented my work in major international festivals such as London Film Festival, ICA, 
LIAF, Encounters, Southbank BFI, Korea, New Media Society Iran, India,  Animasysor, Swigly and witnessed international work standards and leased with the 
industry.

I have frequently brought my industry contacts into the educational environments. These have included animators, producers, festival programmers 
and commissioners. Locally I organised a series of industry talks with: LIAF, the British Council, Animate Project, LSFF, Animade, Moth Collective, Karrot 
Animation (Bafta Winner TV series), Illuminated films (Bafta Winner TV series), and the Brother’s McLoad (Disney Animation), and Dudok Le Wit to name few

.LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT AND TEAM WORK
My work in commercial animation commission and event production has involved working in teams of varying sizes, often in highly pressurised environments. 
My roles have required me to balance the different objectives of multiple stakeholders, including clients, funders, senior management etc., with the needs 
of employees and audiences (or in the case of teaching, staff and students). Through this, I have developed strong communication and diplomacy skills 
centred on listening, asking questions, and responding (rather than reacting).

I have managed free-standing projects and longer-term management positions in studios for the National Film and Television School and UAL programmes. 
It has involved managing complex budgets and schedules, liaising between different departments, and ensuring contractors are paid in a timely fashion. 
My film production work has also given me strong practical production and teamwork skills and an ability to manage time and complex tasks. I work to 
instil these transferable, professional skills in my students, incorporating production management, pitching, planning, scheduling, budgeting, collaboration 
and communication into my teaching.

PROFESSIONAL OUTPUT
Regarding my personal and professional research outside UAL as an artist, animation director and producer, you can find a summary under BIO in my CV..
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